
However, the RFID enabled permit is only one part of a complete RFID system, which also includes RFID readers and software. 
The graphic below represents a summary of how these different pieces work together. Let’s look at the RFID reader, which is 
mounted on a pole in the area circled in red below.
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The reader continually shoots out radio waves. When a car with an RFID enabled permit approaches the gate, it will reflect
those waves to send back the permit number encoded into the chip. If that number is active and valid within the software 
(circled in green below) it will return a signal to open the gate (circled in blue below.) 

What is RFID?
RFID stands for Radio Frequency Identification. It uses radio waves to communicate information that uniquely identifies an
individual object. That information is encoded to a chip that is connected to an antenna, and these two components together 
are called an inlay. 

The inlay is affixed to your parking permit and encoded with the unique permit number. Rydin has been successfully producing 
RFID enabled permits for years for major universities, corporations and events.
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Rydin offers full color graphics and eye-catching security features: 

      ●    Print, logos and photos in full four-color process to reinforce your branding
      ●    The strategic use of holograms can make your permit pop, and reduce counterfeiting
      ●    Special lamination can subtly reflect light and add an extra layer of security
      ●    Human readable permit numbers can be alphanumeric to fit your existing sequence structure
      ●    Barcodes can be added for an alternate method of authentication

If your existing system is UHF EPC Gen2, we’d be thrilled to offer you some free test samples. We’d also love to get some 
samples from you, too.

If you do not have an existing RFID system:
We can give you the names of a few RFID reader manufacturers that produce UHF EPC Gen2 compliant readers.These RFID 
reader manufacturers have a network of systems integrators, the companies that will install the gates, readers and software to 
complete your system.

We hope this information has been helpful to you. We’re here to help – call us today!

Already know all this stuff? Great - let’s proceed!

For more information:  700 Phoenix Lake Ave. Streamwood, IL 60107
Phone: 800.448.1991  |  Email: sales@rydin.com  |  www.rydin.com 

 

 

How will you be using the RFID permits?
RFID enabled parking permits are most often used for access control to 
gated parking facilities, offering the convenience of opening the gate without 
the driver having to roll down their window. This can increase throughput, 
leading to reduced emissions and a smaller carbon footprint.

If you are using RFID permits for a different purpose, we would love 
to speak with you to make sure we understand your needs and 
expectations. We want to make sure we are choosing the best 
components to suit your application. 

Do you already have an existing RFID system in place?
If so, can you confirm it works in the ultra-high frequency range 
(UHF - 860 to 960 MHz) and conforms to EPC Gen2 protocol? There 
are many different types of RFID, all operating in different frequency ranges. 
Rydin produces UHF EPC Gen2 compliant permits.

If you already have a UHF EPC Gen2 RFID access control system 
in place, are you less than impressed with the often-boring black 
and white or 1 color permits? 

This permit is valid in the area assigned and other UNL parking lots as designated. For more information visit http://parking.unl.edu.  Only the assigned resident may usethis permit and it shall NOT be transferred. 
VALID ONLY IN AREA ASSIGNED ON FOOTBALL GAME DAYS.

The permit holder is responsible for registering their vehicles with the Parking and Transit Services Department. 
Neither the 50/50 nor UNL shall be responsible for any lossor damage to automobile or storage or any part thereof while being stored within this area. It is further understoodthat any damage or damages occurring to the garagepremises as a result of the Resident's action or actions shallbe the responsibility of the Resident.

Return this parking permit before its expiration date to receivea refund for the unused time or cancel additional payments.
50/50                    Parking and Transit Services 1801 R Street                  625 Stadium Drive Suite ALincoln, NE 68508                  Lincoln NE 68588-0161402-817-1150                 402-472-1800
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